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Self-Portrait. 1932. Oil. 17 \ 14.
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NOTES ON THE ARTIST

P hilip G 11 s ton :

Bradley Tomlin, like his paintings, possessed a tensile—and at times pre-

carious balance that covered an anguished sense of alternatives. His tone, muted.

graded, could change to caprice.

Wearied by the already experienced and the flaccid, yet hound by a gift oj

proportion, his spontaneity was earned. The reworked and scored painting surface

gradually exposed i ein and neri e, and this was the cost. The stroke, which tends to

leap, is nevertheless held on the plane— like the seal on a letter. Since his tempera-

ment insisted on the impossible pleasure oj controlling and being free at the same

moment, his plasticity and its demands are quickening.

Tomlin's passion did not distort the surface: an innate feeling for amounts

prevented him from becoming an "
expressionist." Often wry, he never lost his

fineness oj edge. In the more "/////mate" or
uwritten" paintings thought became the

hand, releasing lean rhythms that did not forget the resistance oj an earlier cubist

spate. By i hone denying himself certain luxuries oj color, he would use, perhaps,

a drah olive, a mustard, an old white.

In heraldic elegy is his form, and this elegance is as nimble as it is grave.



Number 12 L949. Oil. -,i x 32.

Collection of VIr. and Vlrs. /!. II. Friedman.
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Robert Motherwell:

He loved painters and painting. This is the essential faet about him. In every-

thing else, he was a dandy and a dilettante, at great ease in any social circumstance.

One would hare thought that he was the son of an Anglican bishop or a British

general, he had an air — so that it would have surprised none of us if he indeed had

been, though I realize note that he was his own construct, from the military mous-

tache to the Brooks Bros, scarf. The gift he gave me, one Christmas, was a volume

of English critics, on T. S. Eliot. I gate him .lone Gary's "The Horse's Mouth'"

in return, though at the time I was immersed in Celine. He liked me, because he

regarded me as a gentleman too; but In- loved me, as he did Philip Guston and

Jackson Pollock, because of a wholehearted and perhaps reckless commitment on

our parts - he never understood real despair - to painting, and the acceptance of

the existential consequences it brings about in one's life. Guston, Pollock, and I were

a generation younger, all reared in < alifornia if there is a "Cabfornia School,"

which / doubt, ii never acknowledges the three of us the three of us idled with a

self-torment and an anxiety thai was alien to Tomlin, but to which he must hare

deeply responded, to hare loved us so much in turn, lie simply ignored our wives.

J have only known two painting milieus well personally, the Parisian Surrealists,

with u horn I began painting seriously in Vew York in L940, and the native move-

ment that developed in Vew York that has come to be known as "abstract expres-

sionism^ but which genetically would have been more properly called "abstract

surrealism" the first exhibition quarters oj the movement were Peggy Guggen-

geim's " lit of 'Plus Century" which otherwise was a museum of (distract and

surrealist art. VLondrian and Legei were also in Vew York, where \4ondrian was

to die in it)
I I- but it was the influence oj the European Surrealists -with Joseph

Cornell, Dai id I lave. Voguchi, myself, and a hide later, Gorky, as transmission

agents that ailed as the catalyst for the explosion of "absirai I expressionism."

In my 1 ten , at least, u ho 1/ as there. * Vly emphasis, is thai the social altitudes of the

surrealists were ironical, humorous, and often destructive, imbedded in a superb

poetic au areness; the social attitude oj the abstract expressionists despairing and

sometimes self-destructive, a feeling in almost any social situation of "what am I

* 'I'Im
1 pri '

'M ! part had to do with something violent in the American character, not at all with
( . • - 1"
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doing here?," no less poetic in awareness^ while Tomlin's social dilettantism left him

comfortable and at ease everywhere. II hat contrast! Indeed, 1 believe the struggle

that his lifework portrays is an effort to overcome the sense of style that every

dilettante lias with the sense of existence that every artist has. From tins point of

view, his art represents a genuine human drama, a genuine existential problem in

art: if in life he was a dilettante, then in art he was involved in a heroic struggle,

it hether he sue creeled or not: and we all in turn were moved by him - which was

precisely and all that lie wanted from us painters. Hon extraordinary that such

a man had so much nerve! I think of the horde of empty faces that has come to

surround and penetrate our milieu; TomluCsface wasfull-formed. . . .

O Bradley!

( hoose any direction on the compass that you like, all roads lead to death.

Duncan Phillips:

Bradley Walker Tomlin before his death had evolved both in his patterns and

in Ins brush-work a style which was reaching consummation — and international

recognition —as one of the most distinctive and distinguished c>f our stylistic period

in art. If- had invented two quite different units of design, two images for which

hi- found decorative symbols requiring resourceful adaptations of technique. One

image has the rhythmical continuity and monumentality of the fugue and the other

the seemingly spontaneous improvisation of the orchestrated song. The common

denominator of the two images is the inimitable Tomlin contrapuntal movement

which is as characteristic of one as of the other. With his brush he built, against a

spine of warm atmospheric pulsation, a structure oj artfully mingled curved,

vertical, or angular strokes, flat, ribbon-like, geometrical, 20th-century heraldic-.

In his other image of the last period he floated in that same symbolical space an

animated profusion of subtly varied shapes suggestive of flower petals.

The painter was alliens in deliberate control oj his means. There 11 as no

it onderful accident of automatism, as in the Pollock method ofdripping labyrinthine

coif oj glistening pigment. Tomlin's brush strokes, dragged and dry-texturedfor

his move austere calligraphy, sensuously soft for his mellifluous motives, were all

of them com ei mil with continuous, hypnotically monotonous movement, never
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with bewildering excitement. He lacked the sheer ecstasy of Tobey\s mystic "white

writing" his luminous haze of hieroglyphics, but he had a compensating power to

decorate a wall, which Tobey's technique renounces. Tomlin 1

s, too, was "
action

painting" but with a difference. His mature style had its origin in Cubism. He
revealed his preference for Braque over Soutine. Consequently, even when he set in

motion his vibrant space, he was ever the musician striving to bring order out of

complexity or to elaborate a simple melody with subtle variations. Never was he

the virtuoso of a subconscious compulsion. Considered an abstract expressionist .

Tomlin was neither strictly abstract in practice nor really expressionist in tempera-

ment. He was an individual stylist. Our age needed him. His style is one which.

had he lived, would have yielded move treasure from the rich vein of his creative

vision.

Frederick S. Wight:

Tomlin seems to me to be one of the great stylists, inventive and auave; if he

had been writer instead of painter, he would have been both originator and critic.

He has been, and remains, o) great value to other painters, and those who knew him

stiii e to convey what they now miss.

Late in his life, as it proved, he achieved a break-through into a significant

region in modern painting. He created a fabric out of the relations of color and

form which clothed the modesty of his imagination . His art has something of the

mysterious quality oj the printed page, which comes close to being an image of the

dunking process. It is an art for people who value solitude, not because solitude is

empty, but because it is full, oj relationships - among other things with those who

are not present, who no longer exist.

1
>



The Kcd I5<>\. i . i()-,o. Oil 25 X 30.

Collection oj \ffrs. I .n- Vorthrup.
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BRADLEY WALKER TOMLIN

b v J oh n I. H. Ba u r

"One can believe in paintings, as one can believe in miracles, for paintings,

like miracles, possess an inner Ionic which is inescapable." Bradley Tomlin's life

was near its end when he wrote this, summarizing- perhaps unconsciously — his

long search and its last, brillianl issue. I n I he course of his too brief career he had

been an illustrator, a commercial artist, a portrait painter; he had traversed

man) styles, submitting more modestly than most good artists to a \arietv of

influences, which are plainh avowed in his paintings. Bui both his life and his

work were marked by a persistent, restless striving toward perfection, in a truly

classical sense of the word, towards that ""inner logic" of form which would

produce a total harmony, an unalterable rightness, a sense of miraculous com-

pletion.

Tomlin's career was a long and doubting progress, but a constant deepening

of insight. Solutions accepted tinned out to be no solutions, convictions deeply

held were painfully abandoned, many paintings — too many — were destroyed.

It was onh during the last five years of his life that the goal was fully reached,
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and his art flowered with a sure strength and authority. Tbmlin, himself -so

powerful is the habit of self-doubt - remained even then unsure, though he had

an inkling of his accomplishment.

•'Does the artist," lie asked, "find that the seemingly effortless structure,

which he has evolved with total clarity, tends on repetition to escape him? That in

spite of the production of masterpieces, art itself remains infinitebj mysterious

and that the work in progress is merely a kind of hall rack on which he has hung

various nicerj wo\ en articles of clothing; jackets shabbily elegant, old hats battered

to his image? Confronted by the cast of his own mind, he savs it is at least mine.

Yet the jacket he lias slipped into binds slightly under the armpits. Umbrellas

and old walking sticks clatter to the floor."

Born in Syracuse, New York, on August 19, 1899, Bradley Walker Tom I'm

was the youngest of four children in a comfortable, quite unexceptional house-

hold. Early photographs show a slight figure and perhaps an unusually sensitive

face. All his life he was delicate, quickly exhausted by physical exertion and suf-

fering later from paralyzing migraine headaches. But he -rem- to have been a

happy child, particularl) close to hi- mother, and sure, from at least his high

school d<iv». that he wanted to be .m artist. Both .it home and .it school he was

encouraged, and he always -puke warmly of his first art tea< her, Cornelia Moses,

.1 former pupil ol Arthur Weslej Dow, who gave him his first professional help.

There was e,irl\ evidence oi the voung Iiradlev's exceptional facility. At

fourteen he won a scholarship which permitted him to study modelling in the

studio "I Hugo Gari Wagner. Two years later he entered a contest to design the

Syracuse cit) flag, and while he did no1 win, the final design was largely adapted

from his entry. He was a persistenl prize-winner at Syracuse I niversity, where

he entered the ( ollege of Fine Arts in 1 9 1
-. studying chiefly under I )r. Jeannette

Scotl and Professor ( arl T. I law |e\
.

[omlin's lour years al the 1 niversfty seem to have been happj <\\n\ were

cert, link productive. With considerable ingenuity he passed his physical education

tesl l>\ persuading a more robusl friend to substitute for him, ami he managed

to avoid also the compulsory athletic program, although paradoxic alh he enrolled

in the R..O. r.< . lie did well in his studies, and won several professional com-

missions, including illustrations for two children'- I ks, a Red ( ross poster
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Collage, c.
1 937. 1 g \ 13 J4. Collection oj VIrs. Earle Dockstader.

(second prize in a contest) and two Large Mother Goose murals, done with a fellow

student, Julian Mansfield, for the children's ward in Syracuse Memorial Hospital.

He was elected to Phi Delta Theta and to the honor society, Phi Kappa Phi. He

graduated in kjj 1 with a Bachelor of Painting degree and the I niversity's five-

hundred-dollar Hiram Gee Fellowship for a year's stud) abroad.

First, however, Tomlin moved to New York where lie look a small apartment

on Madison Avenue and turned his hand to commercial art. In his earl) poster

and hook work he had developed an animated style in the general tradition of

18



Howard Pyle's aggressively picturesque illustrations. This he now adapted, with

a more sophisticated elegance, to cover designs for the Conde Nast publications,

/ ogue and House and Harden. Baroque floral arrangements, interiors with quaint

ship models, a pair of sleek white cats indefinably suggesting Sargent's Wyndham
Sisters were among his early subjects, all worked out in a patterned, poster-like

st) le with a wealth of bold detail. If these covers show little mark of personality .

the} arc nevertheless evidence of two characteristics which were long destined

Two Figures and Easel, c. 1937. Watercolor. 23 y% x 1
s

'

_

.

Collection oj Mrs. Let Vorthrup.
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to be both Tomlin's strength and weakness: a remarkable facilit\ in adapting the

styles of others to his own ends and an innate elegance of taste. That they were

immediately popular seems evident, for he continued to do covers, though in a

changing manner, through 1929. »

Tomlin's initial success was unusual for so young a man. During his first

two years in New York he won a scholarship for two months' studj at the Louis

Comfort Tiil<iN\ Foundation on Lung Island; he had a one-man exhibition of

watercolors at Skaneateles and Cazenovia, upstate; he was given his First one-man

exhibition in the city at the Anderson Galleries and was included in a three-man

show at the Syracuse Museum of Fine Arts. He also began his long friendship

with the painter Frank London and his wile- a friendship which \\a-> to affect

the art of both men and seems to have been, tor Tomlin, one of the deepest

attachments of his life. He took an apartment at 244 East (.8th Street, across the

street from the Londons, and for mam years thereafter he moved within their

orbit.

In the fall of L923, Tomlin finally took advantage of his Hiram Gee Fellow-

ship and sailed for Europe, where he stayed for about a year. Part of his time was

-pent in England, hut for the most part he was in Paris, occupying a miserabl)

damp, cold studio at 8] Place du Pantheon while he studied at the Academic

Colarossi and the (irande Chaumiere. Letters home to his brother, The Reverend

Earl II. Tomlin, betraj loneliness and very little taste for the bohemian aspects

of Parisian life."] am thinking of moving to the other side of the city now, as 1

have seen a good deal of this side and am getting fed up with artists, poets and

strange looking people. They certainly seem to flock here from all parts ( >f the

earth.
11

Versailles, on the other hand, enchanted him, and he wrote th.it he was

deep in a stud} of French kings, though finding it difficult to keep their mistresses

straight, lie seems to have been totally unaware of Matisse or Picasso, but hi'

began to look at Cezanne, Gauguin and Van Gogh with a new understanding.

One ol his fellowship requirements was to execute a copy ol a museum master-

piece, and he chose Manet's The Balcony in the Luxembourg. '"It was exhibited

in Syracuse when I was a sophomore. I didn't like it so much then."

Tomlin returned to New York in the fall of 1 ()-' )., and in i()J") began ex-

hibiting at the \\hitne\ Studio Club, lie also discovered Woodstock. New York,

20



Outward Preoccupation, i . 1939. Oil. 34J4 x 4.6.

Collection oj VIrs. Jackson Burke.

where he spenl mosl of hi- summers from then on, sharing .1 studio with Frank

London for man} years. Few work- remain from the brief interval between

Tomlin's firsl and second European trip-, and these are mostly magazine covers,

still a little lush in color and design, although the) show an appreciable simplifica-

tion oi form and a tendenc} toward more architectonic composition. On the other

hand, a portrait of the Londons' son, done aboul 1925, is sketchily brushed, ver)

much in the manner of EWberl Henri. It was apparenth. a period of transition

.ind search.

\iier another one-man show at the Montross Galler) in January, 1926,

[omlin returned to Europe, where he visited England, Italy and Switzerland,

but again stayed chiefl) in Paris this time in Rodin's old studio a1 54 Wenue du

Maine, which he shared with Frank London. Well heated, luxuriously furnished,

it was in pleasanl contrast in the damp and lonely quarters of hi- firsl trip. Almosl

daily the two artists explored the Paris Ilea market, where Tomlin began to in-

dulge, il modestly, a taste lor collecting precious odd- and end- which could he

turned to unusual decorative account. All his lite this remained one of hi- abiding
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pleasure-: on several trips to England he searched out descendants of the Hollier

his mother's) family and acquired furniture and heirlooms; at all times he

found it difficult to resist an auction or an antique shop. This deliberate exercise

and cultivation of taste was a significant part of Tomlin's character. If it led him

sometimes to precious extremes (for example, a five-page letter to his brother,

scolding him for being photographed in a tweed suit instead of his clerical robes),

it also played an important part, on a more serious level, in the final formation

of his style.

Tomlin returned to America in July, 1927, and took an apartment in the

house which London had just bought at 517 East 51st Street, where the two

shared a top-floor studio. The influence of the older artist, twenty-three years

Tomlin's senior, is quite apparent in his vvork of this period, and indeed for long

to come. Yet there were also great differences. London painted in the Immaculate

vein of Sheeler, Demuth and Preston Dickinson, but he greatly softened their

architectural severity and introduced an exotic, often fanciful note of his own.

His still lifes overflowed with a wealth of odd objects, curiously juxtaposed, and

his designs erupted in baroque exuberance. Tomlin also adopted the Immaculate

style with its sharp contours and its mechanistic generalizations of form, which

he softened, like London, by a more painterly handling. But he avoided entirely

London's exoticism, and in his designs he stayed closer to the Immaculate ideal

of a simple, strongly articulated struct inc. In fact, Tomlin's paintings of the late

]()jo's and early '50's seem, in some ways, closer to those of Preston Dickinson

than to London's, especially in a massive, heavj quality and a predilection for

restless, angular thrusts. There is also evidence, in his House mid Garden v<>\<<v

for January, L929, that lie was briefly influenced by Arthur Dove, although this

was a direction he did not pursue. He was, in addition, a sensitive portrait painter,

as his sell-likeness of 1932 testifies.

Tomlin had no independent income, I > 1 1 1 for a time be continued to make an

adequate living with his brush. There was magazine work through 1929 and

occasional portrait commissions. A one-man exhibition at the Montross Gallery

111 1 (jj- brought him some publicity, and about ,1 year later the frank K. M. R_ehn

Galleries became his dealer. I>\ sales and commercial work be made enough for

a third trip to France and England in 1928, while other summers saw him at

Woodstock.
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Still Life. 1959. Oil. 54 x 46.

Whitney Mum-id n nj imerican lit.

A.s the depression deepened, however, Tomlin found his always uncertain

income vanishing. In iliis predicament lie turned for subsistence, like many other

artists, to teaching. From 1952 to 1041 he was on the staff of Sarah Lawrence

( College in Bronw die: in addition he taught for a short time at the Buckley School

(1932-33) and the Dallon Schools (1933-34), both in \r\\ York. He did not

riijoN it. "] simply could not stick teaching small boys another year," he wrote

his brother when he gave up his job at Buckley. "My salary is ,1 good deal less

than last year hut one manages alter a fashion. ... I have been rather jump)

and nervous this winter. Somehow the strain of the depression seems to have

worn everyone out." He was lucky, he went on, to have his other job at Sarah

Lawrence, "hut one never sells a cam as and painting more pictures seems at

times a futile business. The exhibitions all have a tired uninspired look." Yet he
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did sell one canvas in the Municipal Exhibition at Rockefeller Center — "a pleas-

ant shock" - and with the proceeds spent the summer of 1954 in England. That he

v\ as finding it difficult to paint is apparent from another letter to his brother

about this trip: "I do not expect to be gone long as I want to get back to do some

painting. I am dropping out of the picture from not doing any work."

Whatever the cause (he is also known to have destroyed some of his early work),

very few paintings of the middle 1950's now exist. Still, there is evidence that

Tomlin began to question seriously, at this time, his direction as an artist. An old

friend, the painter Gwen Davies, tells of his visit to the Museum of Modern Art's

exhibition, Fantastic Art, Dada, Surrealism in iu". Deeply repelled at first, he

kept returning with fascination, finally confessing that other art began to look

dull in comparison. It was probably soon afterward- that he attempted the semi-

abstract Collage, which is undated but incorporates an envelope addressed to him

at 264 Fifth Avenue, where he lived only briefly, from ]()")(> to 1958. The stylisti-

call} related watercolor, Two Figures and Easel, must have been done at about

the same time.

The truth is that we know little of the motives and struggles involved in

Tomlin's abrupt change ol style from a modified realism to the rather decorative

cubism which he pursued from at least ici^t) to about 1944- In the fragments of a

short-story manuscript, found among his paper- after his death, is the sentence,

"\\ h\ doe- one think in images . . . there are always too many and the} mean

different things?" Nevertheless, image- persist to a remarkable degree in all his

cuhi-t work, mil 1 »i 1 1 \ in transitional picture- like Outward Preoccupation, but also

in such later can\a-e- ,1- Burial and To the Sea. "This painting." he wrote of the

last, ".
. . was painted dining the period throughout which the toll ol sinkings of

Atlantic shipping had been particularl} heavy, and I have endeavored to put down

on canvas some of the thought- which I had at th.it time."'* It is apparent th.it

cubism, for Tomlin, was not an intellectual exercise in the pure relation of form.

Most of his cubist work is charged with a symbolism that seems more important

than the formal relations. His designs have an evanescent, melting quality, often

dissolving into a dreamlike poetry that seems to echo the vague symbolism of

theme. Frank London"- influence appears, oddly, even stronger in these work-,

despite the fact that the} have less superficial resemblance to his. Perhaps it is

•Grace Pagano. Encyclopaedia lint annua Collection <</ Contemporary American Painting.



the softness of edges and the aura of fantasy which suggest the relation. Only

occasionally did Tomlin break away toward a more incisive abstract statement,

as in the Whitney Museum's Still Life.

Early in the 1940's, Tomlin received an unexpected bequest from Mrs.

George Church. With its help, he was able, for the first time in his life, to indulge

momentarily that taste for elegance which formed an indivisible part of his

character. From Judson Smith he bought a big Victorian house in Woodstock and

spent hours refurbishing and decorating it. Unfortunately, his health, always

precarious, was unequal to the task of keeping it up. 'Through most of the war

his cnilitar} classification was 4-F and he was not called for active serv ice.) Antoin-

ette Schulte, who used one room as a studio dining the summer of 194")' often

found him near collapse after mowing the lawns, unable to paint for several days

afterwards. Two rears later he sold the house and bought a more manageable

cottage nearby. But the dream of elegance did not fade without a struggle. From

the old house he brought to his new quarters a set of immense doors, though he

never installed them, dwen Davies reports that they would surely have pulled

the walls dow n.

In 1945 Frank London died, a loss which Tomlin felt deeply. Throughout these

years the) had remained exceptionally close. 'The foreword which 'Tomlin wrote

in 1948 for a memorial exhibition of London's painting at Woodstock goes to the

heart of the older man's accomplishment 5 more significantly, main of his words

could be applied with almost equal justice to his own cubist work of the early

if) |.o's such phrases and sentences as; "One can scarcely attach labels to specilic

parts, which, in their ultimate relationships achieve meaning on so nianv Levels.

. . . No matter of whimsical arrangement. . . . There is beneath this odd collection

of paradoxical elements, a \ iow of Life which is deeply reflects e. . . . The w it . . .

Strangely tempered by a muted bird call. The elegant decay. . .

."

\niong the qualities that made Tomlin the true artist tli.it Lie was, rather

than the dilettante he sometimes seemed, were a restless curiosity, a hidden

vitality, a will to adventure. But he was not a trail-blazer. He depended on other

artists, sometimes to a startling degree, although what he took from them he

changed inevitably and securel\ into his own. Willi London gone, he attached

himself for a time to A.dolph Gottlieb, and it appears to have been Gottlieb's
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influence which turned him away from cubism and in the direction of the avant-

garde group with which he finally identified himself.

As early as 1941 Tomlin had seen and admired the compartmented picto-

graphs which Gottlieb was then painting. "I have felt like writing you to tell you

how fine I think your canvases are at the Riverside show," he said in a letter of

that year. "I wish I had a little of your simplicity." After London's death, Tomlin

sought out Gottlieb and spent many hours in his studio, looking at the latter's

work, discussing his own need to change direction. "My impression," Gottlieb

says, "was that the cubist type of still life he had been painting for years bored

him. . . . He seemed very cm-ions about all the newer painters, wanted to meet

them and was enthusiastic about the new directions in which painting was going.

Also at about this time I made -<»me paintings somewhat different from my picto-

graphy and these seemed to make an enormous impression on Tomlin, particularly

The Goblet. i<)|.<>. Oil. 22 x 29.

The Phillips Collection.
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one painting in L948 or 1.9 l<.) called Sou/ids at Night. When he saw this painting

in my studio he suggested the title because the painting struck him as a visual

equivalent of sound. This painting was composed of white linear shapes, about

the width of a brushstroke, almost completely abstract, on a dark gray ground.

Soon thereafter I saw some of his paintings in which he employed white linear

shapes, also brushstroke width on gray grounds, in the form of abstract shapes

and symbols and done in a very dashing: manner/' And Tomlin himself, after

\ siting Gottlieb's one-man exhibition in 1950, wrote him: "My God, it is \er\

impressh e. ... I had a grand time seeing it. Felt I was being bombarded with

aesthetic electrons," though by this time lie had found his own. more personal

direction.

Tomlin's break with cubism was not actually quite so abrupt as the above

might suggest. Two transitional pictures of the middle 1940's, Arrangement and

The Armor Must Change, demonstrate his "lowing impatience with geometry.

The latter particularly, with its freely swirling forms, a little suggestive of Miro,

seems to be the expression of a deep need for a more spontaneous, introspective

and less calculated art. This was the direction in which he moved decisively with

his first ribbon-like paintings of L948: Death Cry, Tension by Moonlight, No. ;.

Maneuver for Position and others. In these canvases, Tomlin is most nearly an

expressionist; in these, he came closest to "action painting." The single brush-

stroke lines move hesitantly with a kind of blind inner life across the surface.

Sometimes there is a suggestion of symbolism, probablj drawn from Gottlieb

an eye form, a circle, an arrow. Often, however, the configurations are without

ulterior meaning and give the impression of almost pure automatism.

In his development at this time, Tomlin owed much to several other artists,

notabK Robert Motherwell, Philip Guston and Jackson Pollock, all of whom

became (lose friends. In 1.948—50 he worked winters m Motherwell's studio on

\sior Place, and the last few summers of his life were spent in a studio at Wood-

stock (in the Maverick) which he shared with Guston. Frequentrj he visited the

Pollocks on Long Island: just before his death he contemplated buying a house

near I hem. I Ia\ in" cast his lot with the a\ anl-"ardo "roup, he con unit led himsell

completely to their theories, their discussions, their meetings, and their way of

life, so differenl from what his own had been. With them he attended Friday

evenings ai Studio --> and became a regular inmate ol the Cedar Bar. Leaving
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Rehn, he joined the Betty Parsons Gallery, where so many of the others ex-

hibited, or had done so. He agonized over this move for some time, Adolph Gott-

lieb says, "but finally decided he wanted to show with the people whose work

he found congenial." If it seemed that he had broken all links with the past,

Tomlin could reply, as he did in a letter to Henry McBride, that "the simple

truth about the matter of links is that if they are any good at all they break."

Actually, Tomliifs did not entirely break, and this was probably his artistic

salvation. Soon he discovered that the semi-automatic paintings of 1948, in which

he had found his first release, were for him no lasting answer. The innate sense

of form that was so marked in both his character and his earlier work proved inerad-

icable. The problem, which must often have seemed insuperable, was to give it

expression without becoming its prisoner, to keep something of his newly won

i- ym &
I B^r ~~ ^^m\r I*** 4jL* \
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Burial. 1945. Oil. 30% X4414.

I In Metropolitan W'//seum of Art, George A. Hearn Fund.
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freedom and spontaneity, his discovery of what line and color could tell b\ their

autonomous character, and vet to build pictures which would satisf} his instinctive

feeling for harmony and order. Conscious or not, his goal was to reconcile two

nearly irreconcilable styles and attitudes, the classicism of his past and the ex-

pressionism of the new world he had entered.

The extraordinary thing is how rapidly Tomlin found his solution. He was

more than half way to it when he painted Autocrats in 1949. with its beautiful

arabesque of white lines behind which the more "expressionist" shapes float as if

seen through a handsomely designed grill, each element - the designed and the

amorphous - enhancing the other. He reached it fully in the same year, establish-

ing all the essentials of his mature style, with such paintings as Nos. 1 and

20 — ip_fp. In these, as if with a sudden burst of confidence, Tomlin integrated

his two element- much more closely, instead of superimposing one on the other.

Indeed it is impossible to separate them, for now every line and shape has struc-

tural significance and yet manage-. 1a some creative alchemy, to seem the

spontaneous expression of mind and personality. Paradoxically, such paintings

are both more cubist in their architecture and less so in their feeling than anv-

thing he had done before. If they are not Inih expressionist compared with the

work of other abstract expressionists, neither are they truly classical or intellectual

in the sense that analytical cubism was. The} are Tomlin's unique point ol

balance between two poles of artistic expression.

During the five remaining years oi his lite Tomlin painted with ardor and

a growing sureness. Though he made no new discoveries, there was much variety

in his work. One <d his most ambitious canvases, the huge Vo. 10 — 1952-53 in

the Mun-on-W ilhams-Proctor Institute at I tica, for instance, is the mosl severely

rectilinear painting he ever did. ye1 the composition is so bewilderingly complex,

with it- overlapping, interpenetrating form-, th.it it has an elusive, kaleidoscopic

quality. At the opposite extreme are several apparent improvisations like B. H.

Friedman'- Vo. 12 /y/o which, despite an almost random -potting <>t -hapes.

has all the elegant balance <md harmonv of Tomlin's more obvioush structural

paintings. Somewhere between come other picture- like No. 5?— ityyO: In Prni.se

of Gertrude Stein with it- varied rhvthm- of letters, or form- suggesting letters,

which wind .kid-- the surface with the repeated rhythms of the author's prose.
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And in all Tomlin's mature work, there is the mirror-like reflection of his own

personality, his sensitive, precise vel romantic mind, his lyrical spirit with its

strain of muted sadness, elegiac and remote. Never, in his earlier work, had it

spoken so clearly.

In 1.952 Tomlin suffered a heart attack which hospitalized him for several

months. Ihi'ain Lassaw donated blood, Herbert Ferber and his wife \isited him

almost dail\ and main other artists scut money to help with expenses -loans

which Tomlin returned meticulously after his release. When he was discharged,

he lived briefl) in a small hotel, then moved to a loft on Bleecker Street.There he

began to paint again, and despite a gnawing anxiety th.it his artistic career was

over, he turned out enough pictures for his last one-man exhibition at the Hetty

Parsons Gallery in the spring of !»)") Partly because of his illness, parti} because

The Vrmor Must Change. 1946.011. \\ \ -,<)

Collection oj VIr. and VIrs. Ben Wolf.
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Number 3- 1948. Oil. 40 x 50.

( ollection ol I<>lm I-.. Hutchins.

of a sudden fear of how his work would be received, Tomlin could no1 bring

himself to visil his own show until its closing day, April l 8, although he was soon

reassured b\ the favorable criticism. On Sunday, Ma\ to, in .1 happier frame of

mind, he drove with friends to a party a1 the Jackson Pollocks' house on Long

I -I a rid. from which he returned about midnight, feeling ill. His doctor ordered him

a1 once to St. Vincent's Hospital, where he was admitted aboul three o'clock

\I(iikI.i\ morning and placed in an oxygen tent, lb' died a1 seven thai night. The

funeral service, as he musl have wished, was held in New York's mosl fashionable

Episcopal ( hurch on Park Avenue, St. Bartholomewr
's.
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Maneuver for Position. i<)|A Oil.
-
,i \ 4!).

r» 11 y Parsons Gallery.

In what direction would Tomlin have moved, had he lived? The question

is nol quite so futile as it sounds. Just before his death he had started a series of

paintings ' Vos. 1, ) and 6— 19 $2) which, though closel) related to his mature

style, seem more than a variation of it. In these, he abandoned entirel) 1 1 1<* linear

structure which had been so important an element in his late paintings, and

worked instead with a system of roughly square or round color spots, like a greatl)

enlarged pointillism or, in a more poetic interpretation, like a rain of delicately

lined petals. At firsl "lame, these spots seem arranged in a uniform, u\ er-all

pal 1 I'll i without focus or form. But as one studies them, a whole series of weaving

movements emerge, created partly l>\ the distribution of lighl and dark colors,

parti) h\ the varied directions in which the little shapes are turned. The longer

one looks, the more apparent it becomes thai ever) rectangle and circle has been
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placed with infinite calculation to create a subtler and more shimmering architec-

ture than that of the boldly linear canvases. The spirit is the same; the method

is a kind of ultimate refinement.

"Formulation of belief has a wa\ of losing its brightness and fencing one in,"

Tomlin wrote just before his death. "The artist having found and publicly de-

clared what seem to be the answers, will then in all likelihood swear to protect

them as if upon oath, since stated beliefs, like certificates in the anterooms of

practitioners, imply the authority to pursue a predictable course of action. Doubts,

however, creep in. One peers at the old diplomas more closely, speculating vaguely

as to the guarantee in time the authoritative body might have had the temerity

to fix upon. Five years? Ten years? A lifetime? There is no air in the room."

When he died, at the age of fifty-three, Tomlin was throwing open another

\\ indow .

Tension bj Moonlight.

Bett i Parsons Gallery.

l8. Oil. 2 \ 44.
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( ireen. 1948. Oil. (.6 \ 36.
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Death Cry. 1948. Oil. 51 x 46.

Betty Parsons Gallery.

\umber8 1949. Oil. 59 x
1

(..

Bettj Parsons Gallery.
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Autocrats, ig |.g. ( HI. |.6 x 31.

Collet don oj Wiss tntoinette Schulte.
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Number 5 L949. Oil. 70 \ 38.

Bettv Parsons Gallery .
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Number 2 1950. Oil. -,
|

x (.2.

Collection oj Vlirie. I.ilh Dache,
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Number 3 1930. Oil. 22 x 34.

Betty Parsons Gallery.
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Number <> 1950. Oil. (.9 \
1

|.

Betty Parsons Gallery .
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Number 7- lOII). Oil. 80 X46.

Collection ofMrs. II illiam A. Pedlar,



Number IK 1950. Oil. 78 \ j.g.

Private Collection, Veu York.
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Number 9 1952. Oil. 66 x 48.

I In Phillips (
'ollei tion.
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Bettj Parsons Gallery.
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Number i 1952.
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Number I l!)">2. ( )il. 7c) \ 46.

Hi 11 \ Parsons Gallery.
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Number 6 1952. Oil. 52 \ [o\A.

( ollection oj Joseph Pulitzer, Jr.
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CHRONO LOG Y

1899 August 19: born Syracuse, N. Y., son of Charles II. and Matilda Amelia (Hollier)

Tomlin.

Attended Central High School in Syracuse. Received artistic encouragement from

his art teacher, Cornelia Moses, a former pupil of Arthur Wesle) Dow.

1913 Won a scholarship which enabled him to study modeling in the studio of Hugo

( rari \\ agner.

1917 Entered College of Fine Arts, Syracuse University. Studied with Dr. Jeannette

Scott and Professor Carl T. Hawley. Received freshman prize for high scholastic

si, Hiding. Member of R.O.T.C. Elected to Phi Delta Theta.

1919 Awarded second prize by Onondaga County Tuberculosis Association for Red Cross

poster design.

1920 Illustrated a hook for children, The Story of the Stork bj A. Bennett-Edwards.

jg2i Painted two murals, in collaboration with Julian Mansfield, for the children's ward

at Syracuse Memorial Hospital. Illustrated Billee: The Story of a Little Boy and a

Big Bear, by Isabel Hawley Scott. Elected to Phi Kappa Phi. Graduated from

Syracuse I niversity with a Bachelor of Painting degree. Awarded the University's

Hiram Gee Fellowship ol $500 for a year's study abroad. Moved to New York.

Lived in an apartment on Madison Avenue.

1922 Designed covers for the Conde Nast publications, House <(• Garden and Vogue

through 1929. Awarded a scholarship for two months' stud) In the Louis Comfort

Tiffanj Foundation a1 Oyster Bay, Long Island.

1923 \lo\ed to 244 Easl |,8th Street, fall: to Europe for a year. Visited England, and

wmked at the ^.cademie Colarossi and A.cademie de la ( rrande Chaumiere in Paris,

where he lived ;ii 8i Place du Pantheon.

1 1) j |
Fall : re1 urned to \ew ^i ork.



ic)-5 Joined the Whitney Studio Club; became a regular exhibitor in the Club's annual

exhibitions. Summer: to Woodstock, N. Y., where he spent most summers from

then on.

192b Spring: to Europe for a year. Visited England. Italy and France, where he shared a

studio with Frank London at 54 Avenue du Maine in Paris.

1 c i_; 7 July: returned to America. Moved to 517 East 51st Street.

1928 About this time the Frank k. M. Rehn Galleries, New York, became his dealer.

From now on included in most national exhibitions of contemporary American art.

Summer: to Europe, visiting France and England.

1951 Summer: shared a converted barn with the painter James Brooks in Woodstock.

1932- 1933 Instructor of painting at Buckley School, New York. Began teaching painting,

\rt Department. Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, N. Y.. where he continued

to teach through June, 1941.

1955-1954 Part-time instructor of painting at the Dalton Schools, New \ork. Spent summer
of 1954 in England.

1936 1938 Lived at 264 Fifth Avenue. Returned to 517 East 51st Street in 1958.

1945 Moved to 1585 Lexington Avenue.

1946 I Lrsl Honorable Mention and $400 prize, Carnegie Institute.

K)Pi Purchase Prize, I niversity of Illinois.

1950 The Bett) Parsons Gallery, New York, became his dealer.

1951 Moved to '>|- Fast 12th Street, then to a loft on gth Street and an apartment on

18th Street.

1952 Fall: hospitalized for several months after a heart attack. Moved to 149 Bleecker

Street.

1953 Died ot a heart attack in St. Vincent's Hospital, New York, Maj 1 1.

Member <>l the Federation of Modern Painters and Sculptors, Whitney Studio

Club, and Woodstock \rt Association.

( me-man Exhibitions

K)22 Skaneateles and Cazenovia, V ^t . (watercolors).

1923 Anderson Galleries, New York watercolors .

i()2<> Montross Gallery, New York.

ic)2~ Montross Gallery, New \ork.

1931 Frank l\ . M. Rehn Galleries, New York.

1 it
I I

I rank K. M. Rehn Galleries, New York.

1950 Betty Parsons Gallery, New York.

1953 Bettj Parsons Gallery, New York.

1955 The Phillips Gallery, Washington, D.C.
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The arrangement is chronological. The medium is oil unless otherwise noted. The dimensions are

in inches, height preceding width. Pictures marked with an asterisk are shown at the Whitney

Museum only.

Certain works are for sale, /'rues will be furnished on request.

1 Screen.* c. 1928. Two panels, each 87 x

2ii. Lent 1>\ Mrs. Lee Nbrthrup.

2 The Rod Box. c. 1930. 25 x 30. Lent by

Mrs. Lee Nbrthrup.*Illustrated

3 Still Life. c. 1925-50. 24 \ 30. Lent by

Mrs. \\ illiain A. Pedlar.

9 The Goblet. 1940. 22 \ 29. Lent by The
Phillips Collection. Illustrated

10 Reclining Figure, c. 1940. 11 \ 34. Lent

by Mr. and Mrs. 1'. Marsden London.

i i To the Sea. 1942. 30 \ 27. Loin by Wil-

liam Benton. Illustrated

4 Self-Portrait. 1952. 17 x 14. Collection of

the Whitney Museum of American An.

gifl of Henry fttleson, Jr. Illustrated

12 Burial.* 1943. 30% x 44%. Lenl by The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, George \.

I learn Fund. Illustrated

5 Collage, c. 10,57. 1 () \ 1 5
1

... Len1 by Mrs.

Earle I )ockstader. Illustrated

6 Two Figures and Basel, c. 1957- Water-

color. 23% \ 1854. I.eni l>\ Mrs. Lee

Northrup. Illustrated

- Outward Preoccupation. c. 1959. 5|',\

(.6. I.eni l>\ Mrs. Jackson Burke. Tllus

Irated

15 Arrangement, c. 1944. (.4 x 30. Lent l>\

the I niversity of Illinois. Urbana. lllus

tinted

1
1

Music Hack. 1944. 42 x 24. Lent by the

Museum ol Art, Cranbrool* Academy,

Bloomfield Hills.

15 Still Life. c. 1944. 19 x 29. Lenl by the

Addison Gallery of American Art.

8 Still Life. 1939. 34 x (.6. Collection of the

Whitnej Museum oi American Art. lllus

tinted

iii The Armor Must Change. 1946. 1
1 \ 39.

Lent In Mr. and Mrs. Ken Wolf. Illus-

trated
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17 Death Cry. 1948. 51 x 4ft. Lent bv the

Bettv Parsons Gallery. Illustrated

18 Green. 1948. 46 x 56. Lent by the Betty

Parsons < rallery. Illustrated

19 Maneuver for Position. 1948. 51 x 46.

Lent by the Betty Parsons Gallery. Illus-

trated

20 Number 3 - 1948. 40 x 50. Lent bv

John E. Hutchins. Illustrated

21 Tension by Moonlight. 1948. 52 x 44.

Lent by the Bettv Parsons Gallery. Illus-

trated

22 \ll Souls Night. Number 2.* 1949. 52 x

(.8. Lenl by Mrs. William A. Pedlar.

2-
}

Autocrats. 1949. 40 x 31. Lent by Miss

Antoinette Schlute. Illustrated

24 Number 1 - L949. 70% x 38%. Len1 bj

Mrs. Ethel K. Schwabacher. Illustrated

25 Number "» 1949. 70 x 58. Lent by the

Betty Parsons Gallery. Illustrated

26 Number 8 1949. 39 x 44. Lent by the

Betty Parsons Gallery. Illustrated

2- Number 12 L949. 3] x 52. Lent In Mr.

and Mrs. B. II. Friedman. Illustrated

28 Number 1 5 1949. 2-, x 30%. Lent by

Miss Antoinette Schulte.

29 Number 20 1949.* 86 x 8oy4 . Lent by

The Museum oi Modern Art. gift of

Philip C. Johnson. Illustrated

30 Number 2 1950. 54 x 42. Lent by

Mme. Lilly Dache. Illustrated

D-

34

) >

39

I

'

Number 3- 1 f J 30. 22 x 54. Lent by the

Betty Parsons ( iallerv. Illustrated

Number (i - 193(1. 49 x 44. Lent by the

Betty Parsons Gallery. Illustrated

Number 7-1950.* 80 x 46. Lent by

Mrs. William A. Pedlar. Illustrated

Number 9: In Praise of Gertrude Stein.*

1950. 49 x 102'4. Lent bv The Museum
of Modern Art. gift of Mrs. John D. Rocke-

feller, 5rd. Illustrated

Number 18-1950.* 78 x 49. Private

Collection. New York. Illustrated

Number I - 1951. 78 x 42. Collection of

the Munson- 'Williams -Proctor Institute,

bequest of Edward Y\ . Root.

Number I 1052. 79 \ 4b. Lent by the

Bettj Parsons Gallery. Illustrated

Number 5 1052. 79 \ j.g. Lent by Mrs

Betty Parsons. Illustrated

Number (i - 1052. -,2 x 40%. Lent by

Joseph Pulitzer. Jr. Illustrated

Number 9 1052. 66 \ |.8. Lent by The

Phillips < oUei tion. Illustrated

Number 10 1052 53. 72 x 102 1

... Lent

b\ the Munson-'Willianis-Proctor Insti-

tute. Illustrated

Number 13- 1052 53. 46 x -,-,',. Lent

b) the Bett) Parsons Gallery. Illustrated

Number 15 1053.* (.<> \ -•>. Lent by

Ben Heller.
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